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About This Game

Elium - Prison Escape is a skill-based swordfighting action roguelite in a medieval setting.
Play in First and 3rd Person view with shooter-like controls, in a challengi 5d3b920ae0
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Freed a nice guy from a prison cell, let's call him Laszlo. Gave him all my good equipment, shiny shoes, good belt, heck - even
shoulder pats. I've trusted Laszlo. On our journey through the prison, we had to sneak past a guard in the shadows. "Okay, i'll
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wait for you", Laszlo said. While i was sneaking through the shadows, i've suddenly seen Laszlo supercharging to the prison
guard. What the hell Laszlo! So i tried to ran to my buddy Laszlo while Laszlo started to beat up the guard really badly. But too
late. Even with my axe and the good protection, Laszlo didn't have a chance. One more hit Laszlo, one more hit and the guard
would have been beaten. left my equipment for Laszlo lifeless body, you have earned it, and continued on my journey to escape
the prison. Rest in peace Laszlo, i will never forget you. -------- Elium - Prison Escape is a nice game for this price. It has some
stealth features, a good inventory system, and buddies you can fight with. Controls are sometimes a little but clunky, but you'll
get used to it. Maps are kinda random generated, which is quite an experience.. I may expand this later but I wanted to get it up
here. This is not a good game. Its janky, its sparse, and the gameplay loop is literally just find a guy to stab and see if he has any
money or slightly better armor than you. The animations and graphics combine to make it look like your fighting possesed
manakins that shout at you in a language that may or may not be real. You can dismember them, but it seems to be totally
random as to when and how it happens. So why do I recommend it? Because despite, and in fact probably because of, these
things the game is fun. Its stupid, low budget fun. It's like a Godzilla movie or Deep Space from Plan 9. Its objectively bad but it
makes you laugh and you enjoy the time you spend with it. You may want to buy it on sale though. Or just avoid if you cant
appreciate terrible things. But I know I can. EDIT: The developer is legitimately actively working on improving this game, and I
want to say again this game is F.U.N. fun. I've put the time I have on this because I enjoy it. It really is money well spent.. Very
fun, yet simple combat. Has potential to be a great game.. Great idea. the game is fun but it has a big problem about control
even just simple move like forward backward it still hard.. Pro: Cool fighting style, First or 3rd person view, Lots of various
equipment, realistic sound effects, and real like body damage with each blow, and multiple play modes - tutorial, training mode,
main campaign, Hoard Con: Very limited save points. The game is based on more of a combat challenge mode not much of a
storyline.. IT WONT ING RUN. Immersive, rewarding and quick fun for people who like hard-to-master combat systems. I
mostly play this game for the combat, as it's a nice blend between realism and arcade styles where it punishes you in the right
places and rewards you just the same. There are many potentially rewarding moments during a brawl and quite a few options the
player can use to get an edge over the enemies, plus a lot of challenges arise when the player is faced with more than one enemy
at a given time. The whole escape story as a motivation is secondary to me, but provides a nice excuse to catch a breath after a
tough fight and just skip some enemies with sneaking or stealth kills. In the end it provides a good variety in pace for people to
have a sort of roguelike sandbox experience.

Patch v1.00.01 - Hotfix : A small Hotfix patch is now available for Elium - Prison Escape, which addresses a few issues that can
hinder the gameplay experience Changes: Bugfix: Fixed FOV resetting to 80 when looting Bugfix: Fixed an occurrence of mis-
aligned stairs in a random hallway Bugfix: Fixed table keys not able to be picked up Bugfix: Fixed looted lockpicks stacking
into the wrong inventory item. Patch v1.04.02 : A new patch is available for Elium - Prison Escape. This patch is a hotfix that
fixes a couple of bug regressions in the tutorial that appeared due to changes in the previous patch.. Patch v1.00.25 : A new
patch is now available for Elium - Prison Escape. This update addresses a few smaller issues that would hinder the experience.
Here's the full changelog: Improvement: Spawning of enemies in Horde now gets paused while Inventory/Loot is open Bugfix:
Fixed Horde Close button being greyed out when using an Unlockable Bugfix: Fixed Training Mode partner being able to die
with InstaGib Unlockable enabled Bugfix: Fixed Horde mode enemies looking broken Bugfix: Fixed Horde mode spawning 2
enemies at every wave after the 10th wave (should be 2 only every 10 waves) Bugfix: Fixed hair being visible through the helm
after loading a savegame Yesterday patch v1.00.21 was released as well, which was a small hotfix.. Official website launched! :
Today marks the launch of the website of Elium - Prison Escape, the official source for all things related to the game.. Elium
Prison Escape: Out now! : Ready your sword, put up your shield, and prepare to escape. Lone Artisan Games is proud to
announce that Elium Prison Escape is now available on Steam! The game has a retail price of $13.99 but there is a 10% discount
running for this launch week so make sure to get it at the reduced price while it lasts!
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